Vision recognition and RFID perception are used to develop a smart AGV travelling on fixed paths while retaining low-cost, simplicity and reliability. Visible landmarks can describe features of shapes and geometric dimensions of lines and intersections, and RFID tags can directly record global locations on pathways and the local topological relations of crossroads. A topological map is convenient for building and editing without the need for accurate poses when establishing a priori knowledge of a workplace. To obtain the flexibility of bidirectional movement along guide-paths, a camera placed in the centre of the AGV looks downward vertically at landmarks on the floor. A small visual field presents many difficulties for vision guidance, especially for realtime, correct and reliable recognition of multi-branch crossroads. First, the region projection and contour scanning methods are both used to extract the features of shapes. Then LDA is used to reduce the number of the features' dimensions. Third, a hierarchical SVM classifier is proposed to classify their multi-branch patterns once the features of the shapes are complete. Our experiments in landmark recognition and navigation show that low-cost vision systems are insusceptible to visual noises, image breakages and floor changes, and a vision-based AGV can locate itself precisely on its paths, recognize different crossroads intelligently by verifying the conformance of vision and RFID information, and select its next pathway efficiently in a bidirectional flow network.
Introduction
Flow-path network design is the first step in developing an automated guided vehicle (AGV) system at the strategic level [1] . The flow-path layout consists of the fixed guide-paths on which vehicles can travel to the various points for picking up and delivering loads. Its flow topology describes the complexity of the guide-path network, e.g., a simple case of one single loop versus a complicated network with paths, crosses, shortcuts and junctions, influenced by different application requirements, such as the number of AGVs used, the number of transportation requests, the degree of the occupancy of the AGVs, the distances to be travelled and the number of pick-up and delivery points [2] .
A guide-path layout is often represented by a directed network in which aisle intersections and pick-up and delivery locations can be considered as nodes. Its design focuses on the flow topology, not including the navigation infrastructure, which uses different landmarks to describe lines and nodes of the flow network. Typically, lines (paths) are specified by electric wires buried in the floor. Wires carry AC electric signals, which can be detected by the AGV's on-board antenna. Multiple pathways and crossroads are recognized by using different alternation frequencies. Vehicles are restricted to their specified path in order to avoid losing guiding signals, termed fixed-path guidance. Rather than using fixed paths, the other AGVs can deviate significantly from their guide-paths and their preferred tracks are software programmed, which is known as free-ranging. They navigate based on their own location, e.g., using the triangular computation of returning lasers reflected from more than three fixed reflectors on a wall [3, 4] or by using the correlation computation of the texture features of concrete floors with respect to a large-scale visual record [5] , and path planning on grid maps or feature maps. For AGV navigation, depending on artificial landmarks, they need to be put in different locations, and a map of their positions has to be built and uploaded into the central computer. If the facility's layout is frequently changed, the repeated process of map building is rather tedious and prone to errors. Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [6, 7] is widely used in robotics, where a vehicle is located in an unknown environment and it is capable of building a map of the environment while estimating its position and orientation within this map at the same time. Monocular SLAM and visual servo are combined in [8] to form a hybrid control approach that contains a position-based control for global navigation and an image-based visual servo for fine motions needed for an AGV to accurately steer towards a loading/unloading point. It can bypass the need for artificial landmarks or an accurate map of the environment.
Although a free-ranging AGV is often considered to be more adaptable and intelligent due to its motion freedom, its advantages may be not so apparent in many industries, e.g., its freedom is constrained by finite-space environments, or if its reflective laser is obstructed by other equipment, or if vehicles interfere with each other when there are a lot of them lacking ordered guidance through aisles. Besides, equipment expense is also an obstacle to extensively using AGVs in cost-sensitive industries. In practice, fixed guide-paths are still widely used in many large-scale AGV systems. Vehicles can travel in only one direction (unidirectional) or both directions (bidirectional). Advances in technology and cost reduction in microelectronics and microcomputers allow for the development of smart AGVs for fixed paths, which can store routing instructions, make decisions and even take part in controlling the traffic of the global system. Should smart fixed-path AGVs or free-ranging AGVs be selected to establish a large-scale AGV system? It would be best to make a trade-off between flexibility and efficiency, system scale and vehicle expense, individual intelligence and conflict.
Visually recognizing artificial landmarks can help the AGV acquire rich guide information, which is useful for increasing its intelligence. Vision guidance using an onboard camera is a promising technology [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] that can attain high flexibility or easy reconfiguration while retaining low-cost, simplicity and reliability in industrial systems. Line tracking is a low-cost vision-based approach for detecting and following guide-paths, where the computational load resulting from visual recognition is avoided by learning or coding the specific perceptual knowledge that the AGV is expected to extract from the environment via artificial landmarks [9, 10] . Guidance may also be related to the visual servo of mobile robots for pallet engagement, where position information is fused from the laser and the camera [12] , or from just the camera [13] .
Asides from unidirectional or bidirectional paths, crossroads are common elements in complex guide-path networks. Turning around on multi-branch crossroads requires not only movement control but also intelligent recognition (for intersections) and decisions (path selection). Although this can be done by using electric wires of different alternation frequencies or intersected magnetic tapes, this is only effective when carrying out arc-path turning. The turning radius of an AGV is determined by the physical size of the vehicle, potentially leading to additional space requirements. Vision perception has already been used for crossroads. In order to broaden the AGV's visual field and detect landmarks in front of it as early as possible, the camera is placed on the AGV facing obliquely downwards and ahead [14] [15] [16] . The width and number of paths are detected by sampling a single row of pixels at the top of the image, which is used to judge whether a crossroads exists [14] . It is simple and easy to implement but sensitive to the AGV's pose at the intersections. The AGV in [15] preserves a mass of scene templates and matches the real-time images acquired in the turning process with these templates. Hough transformation is simultaneously used in [16] to detect lines and circles so as to distinguish the forward path and turning path. Both of them [14, 15] need a large volume of memory and intensive computing capacity. Other common problems include the restriction of unidirectional movement and the lack of consideration of image interference.
In practice, vision guidance has not been used as broadly as wired or magnetic guidance in industry. In order to convince industrial practitioners of the virtues of computer vision, intelligent recognition and decision mechanisms for a low-cost vision guidance system are developed for an AGV operating in complex flow networks where a mix of unidirectional and bidirectional paths are used for simple traffic control and high transportation efficiency, and the AGV uses quarter turning to adapt to a finite space. The AGV can intelligently recognize different crossroads, select its next path and track its guide-paths until it arrives at its destination. System configuration and infrastructure building are introduced in section 2. A framework for the intelligent navigation of AGVs on fixed paths is proposed in section 3. The paper focuses on crossroads recognition which uses computer vision and path selection based on visible features of the intersections and topological information of the crossroads. Section 4 discusses computer vision techniques for classifying intersections, including feature extraction, dimensionality reduction and pattern recognition. In section 5, we construct an example of a bidirectional flow network, and carry out an intelligent navigation experiment. A brief conclusion in section 6 summarizes our current work as well as potential improvements.
System configuration
As shown in Figure 1 , two driving wheels are placed symmetrically on both sides of the AGV, and the geometric centre, A O , is the middle point of the wheel axis. An on-board camera is mounted on the centre of the AGV, A O , vertically, looking downwards at the landmarks on the floor. This method of installing the camera means it can track guide-paths in both directions, but also that it has a relatively small visual field. If the AGV cannot detect and recognize an intersection promptly at a crossroads, the landmark will move out of its visual field and the AGV may miss the correct pathway. Visible tapes and RFID tags are used as landmarks to construct the infrastructure for visual navigation. Each visible tape stuck to the floor represents a guide-path, which is used by the vision system as a reference line to measure AGV deviations with respect to its guide-path at its position and orientation. An intersection of several pieces of tape means that it is a crossroads of multiple pathways, which is used not only as a multi-branch pattern to describe the pathway topology of crossroads, but also as a reference point to measure the AGV's pose deviations at pick-up and delivery sites. Due to its small visual field, the on-board camera only looks at the local features of guide-paths. It is difficult for the vision system to find the absolute location of the AGV in a flow network. One possible solution is to pre-set the initial location of the flow network for the AGV, and then to infer its next location by dead reckoning its incremental motion according to geometric maps. However, the accumulated data of dead reckoning tends to drift due to wheel slippage. It is often necessary to reset the counters of dead reckoning by using some artificial landmarks. Besides, building and updating geometric maps need lots of accurate, detailed geometric information, e.g., path length and point location, so mapping is rather timeconsuming and inconvenient.
Another possible solution is to use RFID tags to describe absolute locations and other abstract information directly. Although the vision system is adept at detecting visible geometric information (pose deviations and multi-branch patterns), its efficiency at recognizing abstract information (a string of characters) is not as high as that of a RFID reader. A series of RFID tags are used to indicate path number, crossroads number (with pathway topology), milestone number and station number, as well as some control functions attached to specific pathways, which are called pathway tags, intersection tags, milestone tags, station tags and control tags. Visible landmarks (tapes and intersections) on the floor can easily correspond to abstract symbols (nodes, paths and crossroads) on a topological map. Instead of storing accurate geometric information, the topological map only describes the connection between nodes and paths. It is relatively convenient to build and maintain a topological map compared to a geometric map.
An example of a topological map for a bidirectional flow network is shown in Figure 2 . Each path segment of two nodes (e.g., stations and/or intersections) is defined as a separate pathway, numbered a, b… in Figure 2 and stored using pathway tags. Milestone tags are used to record the specific absolute positions of a pathway. With the help of two tags, the AGV can discriminate one guidepath from another and locate itself conveniently on different parts of a pathway by using dead reckoning. The intersection tag describes the local topology relation at a crossroads of how some pathways converge to a point, e.g., the adjacency and connectivity of the pathways, and the angle between two pathways. In Figure 2 it can be seen that pathway a is adjacent to pathways b and d, and their angles are 1 α and 4 α . The station tag is used to denote an operating position, and usually some operations with other facilities are assigned, e.g., picking up and laying down loads. Control tag records control functions to change the travelling states of AGV on its guide-path, e.g., accelerating or slowing down. In Figure 2 , the crossroads are an important element in the AGV's navigation on fixed paths, which defines the relation between different pathways. Both an intersection of several tapes and a RFID tag are used to describe visible information (pose deviations and multibranch patterns) and abstract information (pathway topology) respectively. This method of arranging vision and RFID sensors is done in order to improve the accuracy, reliability and real-time performance of lowcost guidance systems. Many attempts have been made to improve the accuracy of robot location by using the RFID technique or combining it with other techniques, e.g., utilizing the read time for the antenna to detect a tag in a gird-like pattern of many passive RFID tags (the average location error is about 6 cm for a grid-like pattern of 4.2m×6.2m with a spacing of 34 cm) [17] , or by fusing the location data of the odometry and wireless sensor network to deal with the unbounded accumulated error of dead reckoning (the average square deviation is about 0.81 m 2 for an area of 30m×30m) [18] . Its accuracy and repeatability (in a large area) are not sufficient for industrial applications. However, an on-board camera can measure the position of an intersection in its visual field to the accuracy of a millimetre. Since the AGV is required to dock accurately on the intersections of crossroads (needed for turnaround control, discussed in section 3), it is necessary to use the vision system to locate the AGV at precise positions. In order to enhance the real-time performance of guidance systems, a priori knowledge (e.g., an angle of two pathways) is stored in RFID tags directly, although the vision system can measure this angle based on vector graphs. Asides from this, the multi-branch pattern recognized by the vision system should agree with the pathway topology recorded by RFID tags. This mutual verification mode is beneficial to the reliability of guidance systems on complex guidepaths.
Electric wires and magnetic tapes have already been used to form intersections of several arc pathways, as shown in Figure 3 . It is convenient to recognize different pathways by measuring the alternation frequencies of electric wires or by finding disperse points of magnetic signals. However, the approach is only suitable for arc-shaped crossroads, not for square-shaped crossroads, as shown in Figure 4 . The latter is especially useful in finite-space environments. For example, it is difficult for an AGV with a body size of 1.9m×0.9m to go through a door with a width of 1.4m and to enter a corridor with a width of 2m on arc paths, so quarter turning on square-shaped crossroads has to be used [19] . After the AGV locates its centre, A O , in the intersection, it can turn around this point with a radius of zero, which is called self-revolving around its centre. It needs a much smaller space than turning on an arc-shaped crossroads. Another obvious merit of square-shaped crossroads is that they can easily contain more pathways from different directions, so it is especially suitable for constructing multi-branch crossroads of a complex flow-path network. As shown in Figure 4 , L-shapes, T-shapes and cross shapes are three common types of square-shaped crossroads. When an AGV arrives at intersections of guide-paths with different directions, the mode of path selection is determined by the crossroads' topology and the motion direction together, as shown in Table 1 . For the L-shaped intersections shown in Figure 4 .(a) and (b), there is only one next possible path that can be selected, the left pathway or the right pathway. For the T-shaped intersections shown in Figure 4 .(c), (d) and (e), there are two potential next paths. If the intersection is a cross shape, three directions are all possible: left, right and forward. At this time, the AGV selects an optimal path as its next track when there is more than one optional branch, according to its location and destination. 
Intelligent navigation framework
As mentioned above, visible tapes and RFID tags are used to build the navigation infrastructure, and a topological map is developed to describe the flow-path network. In order to take both individual intelligence and equipment complexity into account, the intelligent navigation of a whole AGV system is divided into different stages and levels, as shown in Figure 5 . At a system level, there are three stages of design, planning and operation. AGV system design includes guidance technology selection and infrastructure setup, guide-path design and map building. In order to facilitate the creation and editing of a topological map in an interactive manner, the visualized map-building software is developed on the central computer. The user can build a map quickly by drawing lines and points, and inputting a few attribute values. A topological map can be described by using an adjacent matrix of nodes, and its element is the equivalent distance (some attribute values used for evaluating different pathway chains) of each of the two nodes. A set of optimal paths can be found for each of the two nodes by using path planning techniques, e.g., the Floyd & Dijkstra algorithm or the genetic algorithm [20, 21] . The optimization result is saved as a routing table, which is conveniently used by a smart AGV to selfnavigate on guide-paths. The routing table for the flow network of Figure 2 is shown in Table 2 . 1  2  3  4  5  6  1  1  2  2  2  2  2  2  3  2  3  3  3  3  3  1  1  3  4  4  4  4  3  3  3  4  5  6  5  4  4  4  4  5  4  6  4  4  4  4  4 6 Table 2 . An example of a routing table
To simplify the storage structure of the topological map in the on-board controller as well as improve the navigation intelligence of the AGV, the local topological relations are separated into individual parts and stored in different RFID tags. Their data structures are defined as follows.
Pathway tag: Tag_ID, Tag_Typ, Path_ID, InNode_ID, OutNode_ID; Where Tag_ID and Tag_Typ is the ID and type of RFID tags, Path_ID is a pathway ID, InNode_ID and OutNode _ID is the entrance and exit node of the pathway. Milestone tag: Tag _ID, Tag_Typ, Path_ID, Sub_Dis; Where Path_ID is the ID of the pathway with which the milestone tag is affiliated. Sub_Dis is the distance from the milestone tag to the entrance node (InNode_ID tag) on the pathway. Intersection tag: Tag_ID, Tag_Typ, Node_ID, (Path1_ID, Path2_ID, Angle1), (Path2_ID, Path3_ID, Angle2), … Where Path1_ID, Path2_ID, Path3_ID … are the IDs of several pathways that converge at the intersected point, Angle1, Angle2 … are the angles of each of the two pathways. Station tag: Tag_ID, Tag_Typ, Node_ID, Path_ID, Sub_ Dis; Where Path_ID is the ID of the pathway with which the station tag is affiliated. Sub_Dis is the distance from the station tag to the entrance node (InNode_ID tag) on the pathway. Control tag: Tag_ID, Tag_Typ, Ctrl_Sn; Where Ctrl_Sn is the control instruction for the AGV's motion.
On the topological map, two pathway tags are attached to the two ends of each pathway, intersection tags and station tags are placed on crossroads and stations, and milestone tags are interpolated into some pathways. Even if a smart AGV only has a clear memory without saving its location in the last operation when it starts at any point on guide-paths, it can immediately know its location as long as it reads any type of RFID tag mentioned above. Task allocation and AGV dispatching are run at the planning stage by the central computer, which allocates transportation tasks to different AGVs. When an AGV receives a transportation task, it begins the intelligent navigation process, as shown in Figure 6 . A tape on the floor is related to a pathway by detecting its shape and reading its number. An intersection where tapes converge is related to a crossroads by recognizing its multi-branch pattern and reading its topological information. Unless an AGV approaches a crossroads or station, the motion control of the AGV's navigation is mainly used to track guide-paths by eliminating the AGV's position and orientation deviations measured by the vision system, which is termed path tracking. A hybrid motion control technique combining a multi-step optimal control algorithm and an intelligent predictive control algorithm has been presented for path tracking in [22] . For an AGV with a body size of 1.9m× 0.9m, the position deviation is reduced to an interval of 0-3mm (at the low speed of 0.1m/s) or to an interval of 0-10mm (at the high speed of 0.8m/s) for linear paths. If an AGV finds that the exit node (OutNode_ ID) of a pathway is a crossroads when it reads the pathway tag at the path end, the crossroads control process is launched, which permits the AGV to move from one pathway to another, as shown in Figure 7 . A milestone tag is often placed on guide-paths before a crossroads, and the AGV decreases its speed. Then it asks the central computer for the access authority of the intersection. If no potential conflict occurs on the crossroads or the circuit, the AGV is permitted to enter the intersection. As shown in Figure 1 , the RFID reader is placed before the on-board camera, the topological relations of several pathways are obtained by the RFID reader first. Once the on-board camera has found the crossing point in the front area of its visual field, the target distance from this point to the centre of the AGV, A O , in the visual field is measured continually as the AGV tracks the guide-path. Once the target distance is roughly zero, the crossing point moves into the central area of the visual field and the centre of the AGV, A O , docks precisely with the intersection.
Concurrently, if the crossing point goes into the visual field, the vision system begins to recognize the multibranch pattern of the crossroads. Only when the pathway number of the crossroads acquired from the RFID tag agrees with the multi-branch pattern recognized by the vision system, e.g., a T-shaped intersection should have three pathways, as shown in Figure 4 , is the turnaround control performed sequentially, and otherwise the AGV has to report an error to the central computer. Besides, it should be noticed that although each crossroads has an invariable topological relation saved into a RFID tag, when an AGV approaches the same crossroads from different pathways, the multi-branch pattern it observes is different, e.g., for the same T-shaped intersection in different directions, the pattern image in the visual field may be as shown in Figure 4 .(c) or 4.(d) or 4.(e). This difference can only be identified by the vision system, which is one reason why the vision system is indispensable for crossroads control. If the AGV needs to change its direction of movement on a crossroads, the turnaround control should be carried out after positioning control. The AGV first stops with an accurate pose at the intersection. Then it turns around its centre, A O , by making two driving wheels rotate at the same velocity rate but in opposite rotating directions. The target angle of the turnaround is controlled precisely in order to re-orientate the AGV to its next guide-path. Path number, multi-branch pattern and topological relation are all used to select the next pathway. As shown in Figure 2 , pathway topology is described by recording the numbers of each of the two adjacent paths and their angles in an anticlockwise direction, which is saved into its intersection tag as a data structure of an array. For example, (1) If ϕ >0, the AGV stops at the intersection first and then turns left. If ϕ <0, it also stops first and then turns right. If ϕ =0, it can go through the crossroads directly without needing to stop. When the AGV revolves, the actual angle of the turnaround is continually detected by accumulating the pulse signals of two encoders attached to the driving wheels. When the actual value achieves the target value, it stops at the crossing point immediately, and its heading turns to its next pathway given by the routing table. Lastly, the AGV restarts again to follow the new guide-path and departs from the crossroads.
It can be seen that measuring the pose deviations of the AGV and recognizing the multi-branch pattern of the crossroads are the two main tasks of the vision guidance. The former involves measuring geometric dimensions based on vector graphs, a task which can be classed as machine vision, and the latter is the extraction and recognition of features of shape, which can be classed as computer vision. The following parts of the paper focus on the latter. The layout constraints of the vision sensor in the process of crossroads recognition are discussed first. As a result of the vertical downward installation of the on-board camera, the AGV can move in both directions on the guide-paths. Its advantages are obvious, e.g., it can take a shortcut to reduce the travel distance, or resolve a head-on conflict (two AGVs following the same pathway in opposite directions) by withdrawing an AGV. However, its main problem is the scope limitation of its visual field, as shown in Figure 8 The vision sampling process is performed in a continuous time series. When an AGV moves from a guide-path to a T-shaped intersection, the landmark image changes in the visual field, as shown in Figure 9 . At the time of frame 1, the forward pathway does not appear in the visual field, and the features of the shapes of the intersection are incomplete, so the vision system cannot identify the Tshaped intersection correctly. Only a small interval of time, after the forward pathway enters the visual field and before the current pathway disappears, is provided for the vision system to recognize the crossroads. In this sense, its reliability and real-time performance are both indispensable. The following operations are usually carried out to identify the object's shapes. Firstly, the features of shapes of the objects are extracted. Then, these objects are classified into different patterns in terms of their features. If the data structure of the features is too complex, it may be necessary to simplify the structure before carrying out the pattern recognition.
Feature extraction
Features of shapes may be global or local, and their extraction techniques can be contour-based or regionbased [23] . The strict requirements on the results of image segmentation limit the applications of contour-based shape description methods [24] . More than 40 techniques for extracting features of shapes are summarized and compared in [25] , where the region-based area function is considered not susceptible to covering, distortion and other noises in partial images, and is considered as simple and efficient for use with regular shapes.
Since the object size is relatively small in many cases of shape recognition, the invariance of pan, rotation and zoom is required for feature extraction [26] . However, the intersection of vision guidance has a relatively large size, and the crossroads type will change if the landmark is rotated by more than 90° [27] . The images of the same landmark may have obvious changes when sampled by the AGV at different poses. Besides, many interferences of breakage, contamination, covering and reflecting exist on the actual guide-paths, resulting in region-based features with holes, disconnections and deformities, or incomplete contour-based features, as shown in Figure 9 . It is often difficult to repair the randomly-deformed guide-paths by using morphologic algorithms of image processing [25] . Checking sampled rows [14] or matching templates [15] may create a large possibility for misjudging landmarks. In order to avoid this risk, a technique of feature extraction combining region projection and contour scanning is used here for the pattern recognition of crossroads as well as the geometric measurement of deviations.
The digital signal decoded from a PAL analogue video of an on-board camera is in an 8bit YCbCr format of colour images. Cb and Cr are blue and red chrominance components that do not contain luminance. A binary image with a resolution of M×N is obtained after the colour segmentation and filtering in which the image of the tapes is saved but that of the RFID tags is removed. Assume the pixel value is ) , ( j i f , where it is 1 for the landmark and 0 for the background. Scan all the pixels in the row j (1≤ j ≤N) from left to right. Record the first pixel whose value is 1 as j hl , the last pixel whose value is 1 as j hr , and the number of pixels whose value is 1 as j hp . Scan all the pixels in column i (1≤ i ≤M) from top to bottom. Record the first pixel whose value is 1 as i vt , the last pixel whose value is 1 as i vb , and the number of pixels whose value is 1 as 
In order to recognize the intersection pattern, the region features of landmarks are described by using projection vectors in the directions of row and column, shown as
Dimensionality reduction
Insert all elements of p V sequentially behind the end of p H to constitute a feature vector, P , of M ＋ N dimensions, which describes the global region-based features but has redundant information. In order to search for the significant information in the highdimensional observational data, the high-dimension vector, P , needs to be projected to a low-dimensional space [28] . Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a linear supervised approach for dimensionality reduction . An optimal projection space can be found, in which when the high-dimensional data is mapped, the resulting lowdimensional data of the same classification gather together, and that data of different classifications remain scattered [29] . Assume input samples X belonging to C 
As shown in Figure 4 and Table 1 , there are six types of intersection shapes for crossroads. If we take the shape of the guide-path into account, the total number of landmark classifications should be seven, as shown in Table 3 . In order to provide a sampling set for training, 280 pieces of images are collected for each type of landmark ( i N =280). The total capacity of input samples is 1,960. (12), we can obtain the projection direction matrix P W .
By using Eq.(13) we obtain the simplified six-dimension vector C Pi X . The first three elements of C Pi X are projected into a three-dimensional space, as shown in Figure 10 . It can be seen that Class 1 (C1) is separable linearly from Class 2 (C2), Class 3 (C3), Class 3 (C3), Class 4 (C4), Class 5 (C5), Class 6 (C6) and Class 7 (C7), but C2 and C3 gather together closely, and the same situation exists between C4 and C5, and also between C6 and C7. 
Pattern recognition
Support vector machine (SVM) is a pattern recognition technique suitable for two-classification problems. The kernel trick is used to map the original samples to a highdimension space, in which a hyperplane that can divide two classifications at the maximum interval is sought. The hyperplane is determined by the training samples on the boundary, and these samples are called support vectors. Assume the sample set is
The linear equation of the hyperplane in the n-dimension Euclidean space is
Where w is the weighted vector, x is the n-dimension feature vector, x w, is the inner product, and b is the offset vector. The distance of point i
Where . is the Euclidean 2-norm. The maximization of (20) Where the samples with the subscript, j , are the support vectors, SV. The optimal classification function suitable for two-class problems is
However, vision guidance in our application needs seven types of landmarks. Constructing an integrated classifier containing several conventional two-class SVMs is an effective approach to handling multi-classification problems [31] . Common construction techniques include One Versus One (OVO), One Versus Rest (OVR) and Binary Tree (BT) [32] . In order to improve the correct rate of recognition, the classifier with the maximum separation interval should be given priority on the top layer. The layer partition is based on the similarity between classes, which can be measured by an intra-class divergence factor Table 4 . It can be seen that the factors between C2 and C3, between C4 and C5, and between C6 and C7 are all smaller than 1, which provides the same classification result as with that in Figure 10 . C2, C4 and C6 have similar features to C3, C5 and C7, respectively. Table 3 and the vision sampling process in the continuous time series in Figure 9 . When the T-shaped intersection has just entered the visual field, the features of the shapes of the landmark are temporarily incomplete. As a result, whether the forward pathway exists is unpredictable. If the classes with incomplete features are mapped into a high-dimension space by using the kernel trick to separate them, the generalizability of the classifier may be impaired. In order to improve the real-time performance of the system, a two-layer classifier of SVM is proposed here. The first layer is used for early warning, which quickly judges whether a crossroads is entering the visual field. The second layer is used for decision making, which identifies the type of intersections after whether the forward pathway exists can be judged by the continuous movement of the AGV. The layer-partition rules of the hierarchical SVM classifier are based on a rough set. It is a tool suitable for processing and analysing imprecise, uncertain and indiscernible information and knowledge [33] . Attribute reduction, rule acquisition and intelligent computing are its common applications in the field of machine learning and pattern recognition [34, 35] . Table 5 . The clustering classification method is utilized to select several similar classes to generate an equivalence class in the rough set. C2 and C3, which both have a left pathway, merge into the equivalence class C23. C4 and C5, with left and right pathways, merge into C45. C6 and C7, with right pathways, merge into C67. C1, C23, C45 and C67 make up layer 1 with the condition attributes of the row projection vector p H . C2, C4 and C6, without a forward pathway, and C3, C5 and C7 with a forward pathway, merge into two equivalence classes C246 and C357, respectively, on layer 2 with the condition attributes of the column projection vector, p V . By regulating the granularity of the data, this knowledge learning mechanism transforms a linearly indiscernible problem into a series of linearly discernible problems, so the generalizability of the data and the classification speed of SVM are improved. In order to deal with the incomplete features of shapes when a landmark has just entered the visual field, a security zone is divided from the whole visual field to ensure correct decision-making in landmark classification.
It is combined with the two-layer decision-making table to form a hierarchical SVM classifier for landmark recognition, as shown in Figure 11 . On the first layer of early warning, C1, C23, C45 and C67 need to be separated from each other. LDA is used to reduce the dimensionality of the row and the column projection vectors The classification decision function is
Where the optimal weighted vector * ij w and offset vector * ij b can be computed by using Eq. (20) . The sample to be recognized is brought into the six SVM sub-classifiers described by Eq. (23) . Add the judgment result of each sub-classifier to the count of the corresponding class, and the resulting class is that which has the highest count.
On the second layer of decision making, C246 and C357 create a two-classification problem that actually reflects whether the forward pathway exists. LDA is used to reduce the dimensionality of the row and column projection vectors The machine learning algorithm is applied to the column feature parameter,
, to find the relation between the secure distance, Sa , and the misjudgment probability and the classification interval (that is the distance between the two nearest points which belong to two different types of samples). It is a regression process that gradually eliminates the training samples according to its degree of proximity to the column boundary, from both ends of the column to its midpoint until it finds an area in which two types of samples are separated from each other. As shown in Figure 15 , with the increase of the secure distance, Sa , by a step value of 15 pixels, the column feature parameter,
, of two types of training samples are gradually divided into two isolated plots, which means that two types of samples are linearly separable in the security area. Figure 16 shows the changes in the misjudgment probability and classification interval when two types of samples are recognized by using different secure distances. Generally, the decision security zone can be delineated by the secure distance, the misjudgment probability of which is zero. When considering possible errors presented by a finite number of samples, it is more reliable to add a proper margin to the value of secure distance. It is seen that the misjudgment probability is 0 when the secure distance is 108. Add a margin of 50% to this value, and set the secure distance as Sa =162. At this time, the classification interval is 0.832. 
Experiment and discussion
A low-cost vision guidance system is developed by using commercial off-the-shelf components, such as an on-board camera with a 3.5-8mm manual zoom lens, a LED ring light, a digital signal processor (DSP) TMS320DM642 for image processing and an advanced RISC machine (ARM) LPC2292 to control the AGV. A three-phase agentoriented design approach is used for the development of a control system which has the multitasking processing capacity owing to multiple microprocessors and system services of RTOS [19] . The on-board camera has an image resolution of 720 ×576 pixels and a sample rate of 25 frames/s. The proportional factor pix A between the physical coordinates and the image coordinates is estimated at 2.0656 pixel /mm by calibrating the vision system. Assuming the maximum speed of the AGV is 1m/s, the distance of two positions of one image point appearing in two consecutive frames is 82.6 pixels. The secure distance, Sa , from the security zone to the column boundaries of the visual field is 162 pixels. The vision system can make a correct classification decision in the second frame when the intersection enters the visual field. Each scene point appears in at least 8.7 frames of the images at the maximum speed, according to Eq.(2). It can be seen that there is a high margin of safety for crossroads classification.
In our experiment, L-shaped, T-shaped and cross-shaped intersections are all tested on a floor of different materials, a concrete floor or a terrazzo floor, to check the possible effects of the floor on the recognition technique. Figure 17, 18, 19 and 20 shows the recognition results of the Lshaped right-turning crossroads (C6), the L-shaped leftturning crossroads (C2), the T-shaped left/forwardturning crossroads (C3) and the cross-shaped crossroads (C5). Figure 17 and 19 are used for the test on the concrete floor, and Figure 18 Only in the state transition process when the intersection just enters the visual field of AGV, are the feature points located close to the boundary of guide-path class (C1), and at other times these points maintain a relatively large secure distance from the boundary. It illustrates that the first layer of the classifier can make a correct decision after the state transition process.
On the second layer of the hierarchical SVM classifier, the high-dimension column projection vectors, The feature points are distributed away from the boundary of the other class, which illustrates that the second layer of the classifier does not misjudge landmarks when the intersections arrive in the security zone of the classification decisions. In order to further improve the reliability of the classification decisions, only the SVM classifier obtains the same recognition results for two consecutive frames of images, the DSP sends this result to the ARM that controls the AGV's movement through the crossroads. Figure 17.(b) shows that the visual noises caused by the contaminated spots outside the landmarks do not interfere with the recognition results of the SVM classifier. Figure 19. (b) and 20.(b) show that the SVM classifier is not sensitive to the breakages on the edge of the guide-paths and the holes inside. Figure 17 In order to test the performance of the AGV navigation in a bidirectional flow network, we construct a complex fixed-path map with branches and nodes on the terrazzo floor by using blue adhesive taps and RFID tags, according to the topology structure as shown in Figure 2 . There are six guide-paths (denoted a to f), two crossroads (denoted 3 and 4) and four workstations (denoted 1, 2, 5, 6), which form a unidirectional closedloop guide-path (a-b-c) and two bidirectional open-loop guide-paths (d and e-f). The routing table is automatically generated for each of the two nodes by using a path planning technique according to the adjacent matrix of its topological map in the central computer on the system design stage, as shown in Table  2 . This table is downloaded to the on-board controller of all the AGVs before the whole system runs. The topological data of two crossroads (node 3 and 4) stored in the intersection tags are as follows.
Intersect At the stage of operating the system, when the AGV receives a transportation task, it can know its target node. As long as it reads a milestone tag or intersection tag or station tag, it can know its current absolute location in the global map. When it arrives at the exit end of a pathway, it can read a pathway tag and know whether the next node is a crossroads. If it is a crossroads, the AGV can select the next pathway according to the routing table, and read the local topological relation from an intersection tag. A searching algorithm is used to compute the angle of the turnaround according to Eq.(1) by the on-board controller of the AGV. Then the AGV stops at the crossing point, turns around its centre by the target angle, and re-orientates its heading to the new pathway. We use a digital camera (not mounted on the AGV) and record its typical positions and actions in the bidirectional flow network, as shown in Figure 21 .
Task 1 is to travel from workstation 2 to workstation 1. The AGV leaves node 2 and first arrives at a left-turning crossroads (it is not denoted as a node since there is only one next possible pathway) on pathway c (shown as Figure 21.(a) ). The hierarchical SVM classifier on the DSP recognizes the landmark as C2, and sends the result to the ARM, which controls the AGV, making it turn left around the corner (shown as Figure 21.(b) ). Then the AGV continues to follow another section of pathway c until it arrives at intersection 3 (shown as Figure 21.(c) ). According to its current location (node 3) and the destination (node 1), its next node (node 1) and pathway (a) is selected by using the routing table. The SVM classifier recognizes the T-shaped crossroads as C3, which matches the topological information of array A3 obtained from the intersection tag. The target angle of the turnaround is ϕ =90° according to Eq.(1), so the AGV turns left 90° around intersection 3 (shown as Figure  21.(d) ), and changes its heading from pathway c to pathway a (shown as Figure 21 .(e)). Then it continues to follow the new pathway until it arrives at workstation 1.
Task 2 is to travel from workstation 2 to workstation 5. When the AGV arrives at intersection 3, the target angle of the turnaround is 0°, according to Eq.(1), so it continues to follow pathway c until it goes through the crossroads and enters pathway d (shown as Figure 21.(f) ). When it arrives at intersection 4, the target angle of the turnaround is 90°, so it stops at the crossing point first and then turns left (shown as Figure 21.(g) ). Then it continues to follow pathway e until it gets to its destination. Task 3 is to travel from workstation 5 to workstation 6. When the AGV arrives at workstation 5 on the endpoint of pathway e, it rotates 180° clockwise around that point (shown as Figure 21 .(h) and 21.(i)) and changes its heading direction to be back to workstation 6 (shown as Figure  21.(j) ). Then it comes back along the same pathway e until it gets to intersection 4. Since the target angle of the turnaround is 0°, according to Eq.(1), the AGV goes through intersection 4 directly and follows pathway f (shown as Figure 21.(k) ) until it reaches the other endpoint. The same turning back occurs at workstation 6 and the AGV is again heading to workstation 5 (shown as Figure  21.(l) ). It is seen that the AGV can travel along pathway e and f in both directions, and hence they are bidirectional.
Task 4 is to travel from workstation 5 to workstation 1. When the AGV travels along pathway e (shown as Figure  21 .(m)) and gets to intersection 4, the target angle is -90° according to Eq.(1), so it turns right to change its route to pathway d (shown as Figure 21 .(n)). Then it continues to follow this pathway (shown as Figure 21 .(o)) until it finds intersection 3. Since the target angle of the turnaround is -90°, the AGV turns right to enter pathway a (shown as Figure 21 .(p)). Then it departs from intersection 3 to workstation 1. It can be seen that pathway d is bidirectional, but pathways 1, 2 and 3 are all unidirectional. Figure 21 shows that there are intensive illumination reflections and inverted images on the floor. The vision guidance system of our AGV can still recognize different landmarks accurately and reliably without being disturbed by image noises from its surroundings, and the on-board controller can make the vehicle complete a series of intelligent actions according to its electronic map in the bidirectional flow network.
Conclusion
Owing to its motion freedom to deviate from guidepaths, a free-ranging AGV is often considered as more adaptable and intelligent than a line-tracking AGV on fixed paths. Fixed paths indeed imply motion constraints that prevent an AGV from moving freely. However, for a large number of AGVs, although these constraints bring inconveniences to a single AGV, they may at the same time set potential rules for coordinating the individual movements of AGVs and to reduce space-seizing conflicts especially when many AGVs cluster in finite-space environments. Besides, there are many fruitful design methodologies for AGV transportation systems for fixed-path guidance, and equipment expense is also an important factor to be considered when many large-scale AGV systems are constructed. It is very useful to develop a smart AGV that can attain high flexibility while retaining low-cost, simplicity and reliability on fixed paths.
Visible tapes and RFID tags are used to install a navigation infrastructure on the floor. The former can describe features of shapes and geometric dimensions of intersections and lines, and the latter can directly record global locations on pathways and the local topological relations of crossroads. A topological map is easy to build and edit on a central computer, in which all the elements of nodes, pathways and crossroads only need schematic signs rather than accurate poses when establishing a priori knowledge of the workplace. The routing table is stored in the on-board controller as a simplified form of topological map. The AGV has a high degree of on-board autonomy, including being able to locate itself on guidepaths precisely, recognizing different multi-branch crossroads intelligently by verifying the conformance of vision and RFID information, and selecting its next pathway efficiently.
The on-board camera is mounted downward vertically on the centre of the AGV in order to guide it in both directions. The small visual field provides great difficulty for vision-based recognition and measuring for landmarks in factories, especially for multi-branch intersections. First, the methods of region projection and contour scanning are both used to extract the features of the shapes of intersections. Then LDA is used to reduce the number of the dimensions of features. Third, a hierarchical SVM classifier is proposed to classify different multi-branch patterns when the AGV enters the security zone in which the landmark has the complete features of shapes. The experiments for vision recognition show that our low-cost vision guidance system is insusceptible to visual noises, image breakages and floor changes. The recognition technique can work effectively in real-time, whilst providing the repeatability and reliability needed in industry. The vision-based AGV can travel on optimal routes, pass through different crossroads and arrive at its destination intelligently in a bidirectional flow network.
Modern techniques of vision recognition and RFID perception have improved the navigation intelligence of low-cost AGVs to some extent. However, their localization and guidance are still dependent on artificial landmarks, and hence these AGVs are restricted to guidepaths without the ability to deviate from these fixed paths even if their paths are occluded by some uncontrollable obstacles. They have to stop at their spots at that moment in order to avoid collisions and to wait for manual operation. Future research could involve looking into local free-ranging navigation that can permit an AGV to deviate from guide-paths temporarily in order to bypass the occluded spots. Other on-board cameras may be necessary in order to look forward with a larger and deeper visual field. The local position and orientation can be estimated by using a neural extended Kalman filter in a monocular visual SLAM framework [8] . The projection region size of the obstacle can be estimated based on worstcase avoidance conditions and the virtual force field-based algorithm can be used for avoiding moving obstacles [36] . If the low-cost vision-based AGVs have the intelligence of local real-time SLAM and autonomous obstacle avoidance, this will be helpful in convincing industrial practitioners of the virtues of vision navigation, and to promote the further application of vision-based AGVs in more large-scale AGV systems that may require flexibility, simplicity, efficiency and low cost at the same time.
